HORRY COUNTY POLICE DEPARTMENT

ARMED ROBBERY SUSPECT

IDENTIFICATION CHECKLIST

PHYSICAL CHARACTERISTICS
RACE_____ SEX_____ EYES_____ AGE_____ RIGHT/LEFT HANDED

HAIR COLOR_________ HAIR LENGTH_______ HEIGHT____________

WEIGHT_______ SCARS/TATTOOS_________ BEARD/ MUST ________

SPEECH (ACCENT, LISP, ETC)____________________________________

GLASSES_________________ JEWELRY____________________________

DID SUSPECT TOUCH ANYTHING? _______ WHAT? _______________________

______________________________________________________________

WAS BAIT MONEY TAKEN? ___________ WAS NOTE USED? ________

CLOTHING (NOTE COLOR AND CONDITION)
HAT_________________ GLASSES_________________ MASK___________

SHIRT_________________ PANTS________________________

COAT_________________ TIE___________________________

PANTS_________________ SHOES________________________

OTHER______________________________

WEAPON
HANDGUN: AUTOMATIC / REVOLVER COLOR:_______________________

RIFLE SHOTGUN KNIFE

ESCAPE
VEHICLE_________________ LICENSE NUMBER________________

COLOR___________________ DIRECTION ______________________